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The best practice in information system development is to model the business processes
that have to be supported and the database of the information system separately. This is
inefﬁcient because they are closely related. Therefore we present a framework in which
it is possible to derive one from the other. To this end we introduce a special class of
Petri nets, called Jackson nets, to model the business processes, and a document type,
called Jackson types, to model the database. We show that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between Jackson nets and Jackson types. We illustrate the use of the
framework by an example.
& 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Data modeling and process modeling are two essential
activities in requirements analysis and design of information systems. They are using different techniques and
normally they are performed independently. Since both
techniques are deﬁning essential aspects of an information system they have to be integrated at some point
in the development process, but normally this is at the
level of programming. In this paper we show that data
modeling and process modeling can go hand in hand from
the beginning of the development process of so-called
case-based information systems. The characteristic of these
information systems is that they are developed to support
the handling of cases, such as the treatment of a patient,
the handling of an order or the delivery of a service. For
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each case type there is a workﬂow deﬁning the tasks to be
performed for the case. A workﬂow is a process with a
clearly deﬁned start and end state. In this paper we use
a special class of Petri nets to model workﬂows, the
so-called workﬂow nets [1]. Since in each task of
the workﬂow something happens to the case, it is to be
expected that the data type to record the case data is
related to the structure of the workﬂow. The case data is
recorded in the case document, the structure of which is a
document type. We show that if we restrict ourselves to a
special class of workﬂow nets, the so-called Jackson nets,
then there is a tree shaped document type for the case
data, called the Jackson type, that contains the same
information as the workﬂow net. One of the main results
in this paper is that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the document type and the workﬂow description, so from one we can derive the other. This is similar to
the classical program design method of Jackson [2] which
is the reason we called the workﬂow nets and the
document types after this author.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows.
In Section 2 we give the system development context for
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our work and we give a motivating example. In Section 3
we introduce Jackson types. In Section 4 we introduce the
Jackson nets and in Section 5 we study the relationships
between Jackson nets and Jackson types. In particular
we prove that if two Jackson nets are derived from the
same Jackson type they are isomorphic and that if it is
possible to derive the same Jackson net from two different
Jackson types, these types are algebraical equivalent. In
Section 6 we continue with the motivating example. Here
we show how we can derive an XML document type from
a Jackson net and demonstrate how it provides a logical
structure that helps the user to formulate queries over the
cases of the workﬂow. In Section 7 we discuss the
usefulness of Jackson types. Finally, we discuss related
work in Section 8. Theconclusion of the paper is given in
Section 9.

2. Context and motivation
2.1. Historical perspective
In the requirements analysis and design phases of an
information system we describe the desired functionality
of a system from different perspectives. In the early stages
of systems design, say until 1970, the systems designers
started to describe the processes the system had to fulﬁll
in terms of ﬂowcharts. Since ﬂowcharts describe only
sequential processes (one thread of control) the interactions between processes was left out.
In the eighties the data modeling techniques became
popular. Versions of the entity relationship model or the
relational model were used for this. The big advantage of
using this so-called database-oriented approach was that
after the types of the data stores were established by a
data model, several designers could model concurrently
the processes that would act on the data stores. The
modeling of the operations, i.e., of transformations on data
objects, was done again at the low level of ﬂowcharts or
directly in a programming language.
In the nineties the object-oriented approach became
popular. In this approach one tries to model the data
aspect and the operations on the data in an integrated way.
However, the processes of a system were still second class
citizens. Therefore process-aware information systems
were identiﬁed as special class of systems [3]. This went
so far that special software components were designed for
the coordination of many interacting processes. Terms as
‘‘workﬂow management’’, ‘‘orchestration’’ and ‘‘choreography’’ are used to refer to this functionality. Special
coordination engines were developed, for instance workﬂow management systems.
Modeling languages for the process appeared. They are
also used to conﬁgure the coordination engines, like the
database schema is a conﬁguration parameter of a
database management system. There are two families of
formal languages for modeling processes: process algebra’s and Petri-nets. Besides these there are several
industry standards for modeling processes, such as BPEL
(business process execution language) [4], UML activity
diagrams [5] and BPMN (business process modeling
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notation) [6]. These languages allow us to design the
process aspect of a system in isolation. These process
modeling languages allow concurrency and so the problems of the days of the ﬂowcharts were overcome.
The problem that we address is the integration of the
different views: the data view and the process view.
Already in the seventies there was a successful attempt
to design the data and process aspect in an integrated way,
JSP, Jackson’s programming method [2] and later the
method was lifted to the level of system design, JSD,
Jackson’s development method [7]. (In Software requirements and speciﬁcations [8] an overview is presented.) In
this approach hierarchical program structures where derived from the hierarchical input and output data structures, but they became out of fashion when the relational
data model appeared. More recently UML also allows the
speciﬁcation of links between the process models and data
models, but these models are here onlyloosely coupled and
they remain essentially independent.
The programming method JSP was based on the idea
that programs transform data streams into data streams. A
data stream was a sequence of data elements and these
data streams had a hierarchical data type. In fact, the data
types of the input and output streams had to be
describable by regular expressions composed of three
kinds of operators: sequential composition, selection and
iteration. The input and output data types were represented as so-called tree diagrams and they were combined
into one tree that represented the program structure. In
fact, the program structure was also a tree diagram and the
input tree and the output tree could be derived from the
program tree by projections. The central idea of JSP was
that the data structures determine the program structure.
So JSP started with designing the input and output data
structures. This idea is in line with the database-oriented
approach although in JSP hierarchical data structures are
essential instead of the relational structure.
The similarity between the Jackson data structures and
regular expressions was a reason to compare JSD, the
development method based on JSP, with the language for
communicating sequential processes, CSP, which can
describe regular expressions as well. Therefore Sridhar
and Hoare expressed JSD in CSP [9]. To our knowledge this
was the ﬁrst attempt to relate Jackson data structures and
process structures in a fundamental way, but there was
not much follow up from this attempt.
Another approach to formally integrate processes and
data are colored Petri nets where tokens have values that
may be changed by transitions [10]. The values are
represented as colors and these colors can be linked to
edges to indicate that only tokens with a certain color are
consumed or produced through them. However, this
approach does not offer a way to integrate the types of
these colors into a global data model for the process as a
whole.
The best practice today in information system development is to model the business processes that have to be
supported and the database of the information system
separately. This seems to be inefﬁcient because they are
often closely related. Like the observations of Jackson, we
should try to exploit this relationship as much as possible.

